The RittenCard allows the use of all transport means: railway,
cable car, gondola lift, buses. The RittenCard must be validated
on site at the designated ticket validation points every time
before boarding public transit.
Please note that sturdy shoes and a waterproof jacket are
recommended.

Rittner Horn / Corno del Renon.
Accompanied by geologist Ludwig Nössing.
(The hike will take place only with nice weather)

Start: Soprabolzano
End: Soprabolzano

Trail description: The Renon Railway from Soprabolzano brings you to
Collalbo (the train departs every 30 minutes, always at 00.10 and 00.40,
travel time ca. 16 minutes). Take the bus N° 166 (departs every hour at
00.08) from the Kaiserau parking place (below the Collalbo station) till
Pemmern (travel time ca. 12 minutes). You can reach the peak at an altitude
of 2260 meters by taking the Gondola lift from Pemmern/Tre Vie to
Schwarzseepitze/Cima Lago Nero. The geologist will give the short
explanation of panorama. To return take the Gondola lift to Pemmern (the
last ride at 17.30), than the bus N° 166 to Collalbo (the last ride at 17.42).
From Collalbo you have two possibilities to get to Bolzano: either by Railway
to Soprabolzano and then by Cable Car, or with the direct bus N° 165.

Hike to the Earth pyramids.
Accompanied by geologist Ludwig Nössing.
(the hiking will take place also by rainy weather)

Start: Collalbo, station
End: Collalbo, station
Trail number: 24
Tour length: 3.580 m
Ascent: 100 m
Descent: 104 m
Tour duration: 45 min. one way
Trail type: easy hiking trail
Tour points: earth pyramids, magnificent Dolomite panorama,
Commandery Lengmoos/Longomoso

Tour description: the Railway Renon at Soprabolzano brings you to
Collalbo (the train departs every 30 minutes, always at 00.10 and 00.40,
travel time ca. 16 minutes). A simple hiking from the Collalbo station
through “von Eyrl Promenade” number 37 to Longomoso and forward to
the Earth pyramides nr. 24 (hiking time ca. 40). Than use the same route
or the route through the village Collalbo to turn back to the station. The
train departs from Collalbo to Soprabolzano every 30 minutes, also always
at 00.10 and 00.40. You can also take the bus N° 165 from Collalbo which
brings you directly to Bolzano. The bus N° 165 departs from parking place
Kaiserau (below the station) each hour always at 00.58.

If you want to discover the Renon by yourself, we advise you:

Promenade Maria Assunta

Start: Soprabolzano, station
End: Soprabolzano, station
Trail number: 2, 14A, 2B, 14, 14B, 35
Tour length: 4.179 m
Difference in altidude: 107 m
Tour duration: 1 h 10 min.
Trail type: easy
Tour points: idyllic summer resort Maria Himmelfahrt/Maria Assunta,
panoramic point „Merltennen“, panorama of the Dolomites, Bolzano and
Adige Valley

Tour description: The tour begins at Soprabolzano, through the village
following the route number 35, then the route Nr 14b and at the end Nr
14 in direction Maria Assunta/Maria Himmelfahrt till the panorama point
“Merltennen”. The junction of routes 14 and 2 is the point of return way
to Maria Assunta/Maria Himmelfahrt and to the start point at
Soprabolzano.

